Thank you for visiting Horikan Tattoo

Caution for foreigners

<Before starting tattoo>
*The person who is relevant with following clauses, cannot start tattoo works.
1. Person who is under 18 ages
2. Person who is in case of drunken
3. Person who is under effects of drugs, or who has experience of trying
overdose.
4. Person who does not have social-morality, or who cannot control
him/herself under the moralism.
*The person who want to get tattoo must bring his/her Identification Card.
(The card must contain the place where they live)
*The person has to write document of agreement before starting tattoo, in case of
writing, all contents must be matched with that of written on his/her Identification Card.
Thanks for your cooperation.

<The day of start tattoo>
*Please tell us if you have following symptoms
1. Lack of sleep
2. Empty stomach
3. Under the care of illness (In case of illness, you must make sure that you can
or cannot get tattoos through counseling with the doctor)
4. Under the effect of alcohol
5. Be bitten by vermin, or infected after vermin.
6. Fever, or similar symptoms as fever.
7. In case of women, whether you are in time of menstruation or not, also must
be noticed.
8. If you have extra symptoms or cases of illness, must be noticed.
During tattoo works, you can be exhausted and feel bad. So please take care yourself
for full conditions on the day of get tattoo.
(Also, please must prepare clothes in case of being dirty by ink during works.)
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<About price>
Basically the price starts from 3000 Yen. It can be adjusted according to size and time.
*Size of the name card – 15,000 Yen
*Size bigger than the name card – 15,000 Yen per hour
You have to pay before the works started.
In case of reservation, you have to pay for one hours (15,000 yen) for reservation fee.
However, it includes tattoo fees. So when you visit, you can get discount of 15,000 yen.
In case of refund, it is unable if you cancel reservation after finished discussion with us.

<After Care>
Just after got tattoo, to avoid being touched with dirts, or toxic gas, we wrap the area
you get tattoo. Please pay attention to do not take off wrapping during 1-2 hours after
you got tattoo.
After 1-2 hours, take off wrapping carefully, and washed the area of tattoo softly with
tepid(lukewarm) water.
After washing, please put on ointment overall part of your tattoo.
Here is our recommendation of ointment. (You can buy those things in drug store
easily)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Flucort(Hooroo-goto)
Teracort(Tera-goto) made by Haiza.cop
Teramasin made by Haiza.cop
Torumasin made by Zaria.cop
*For detail, size and strength of ointment is in inverse proportion.
*The strength of ointment has following above number.

It is important that keep your part of tattoo not to be dried, so please put on ointment
when you think the part is getting dry. Our recommendation is put on ointment one time
per 3-4 hours. Also, you have to put on ointment 2-3weeks after you got tattoo.
*After you got tattoo, it seems like having scab after 1-2weeks. PLEASE, do not take it
off by yourself. It is natural phenomenon, and you must keep it until your scab has
been taken off naturally.
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<For our Sanitation>
All tools include machine, needles, grip-tube, ink, and ink cap, used during works are
managed in a sanitary way by not reusing those things. Every works started with new
tools.
When using ink, we use antiseptic water to avoid in case of ink spread, contamination.
The place you get tattoo is also managed in a sanitary way to avoid infection.
Because all tattoo works are progressed manually, all tools include gloves, vinyl, and
even hands are managed in a sanitary way too.
During tattoo works, it is accompanied with bleeding. However, we keep an aseptic
condition, to make you do not need to worry about HIV, Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C, etc.
(Also, you are not allowed to smoke in the place get tattoos, because of sanitation
reason.)

